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The Physical Se出ng: Ea軸Science

Lab Activ時Air Masses and Fronts

!NTRODUCT!ON:

An air mass is characterized by the weather variables that it takes from a source region. When un-

=ke ai「 masses co帖de a什Ont is established and based on the type of ai「 mass d肝erent weather

PattemS W紺be created,

Meteorologist fallow and track air masses very carefuliy. As air masses move across ou「 country

meteoroIogist look to see where d臨nent air masses w川co=ide" From that they can better predict a

Iocatjons weather.

OBJ EC丁!VE二

to see where air masses originate as we= as how different ai「 masses act when they coi=de・

VOCAB U 」へRY

Ai「 Mass -

Sou「ce Begion -

Cold Front -

W色rm F「ont -

Stationary Front -

OccIuded Front -
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Lab Activity: Air Masses and Fronts

PROCEDURE A:

1. Compiete the chart beIow by珊ng in the approprfate air mass symboi・

2. On the Source Begions Map beiow,剛in the sou「ce regions with the correct air mass symboi"

Sou購eRegion �AirMassSymbol 

ContinentalArctic � 

Cont香nentalPolar � 

Continenta日ropicaI � 

MaritimeTfopic劇 MaritimePolar � 
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Lab Activity: Air Masses and Fronts

PROCEDURE B:

1. On the cut out page in the iab coiorthe coId air masses light bIue, the warm air masses red, and

the colde「 air mass dark blue,

2. Cut out the air mass pieces and construct a pro冊e of how the unlike air masses appea輸Glue or

tape down the piece once you are sure of f「ont.

3. ln the “Symboi’’box刷in the appropriate ai「 mass symbol.

4. 1n the `くWhat Happens’’box give a brief description ofthe interaction at that frontal zone・

Coid Front Pr(荊Ie

Symbol: �WhatHappens: 
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Lab Activity: Air Masses and Fronts

V¥farm Front Pro刷e

Stationary Front Profile
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Lab Activi上y: Air Masses and Fronts

OccIuded Front Prof‖e

D案SCUSS!ON QUES丁IONS:

1. What two characteristics are used to desc「ibe an air mass?

2. A m丁air mass would most Iikeiy contain what type of tempe「ature and moisture characteristics?

3・ Which symboI would be used to identify an air mass origina畠ng in central Canada?
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Lab Activ時Air Masses and Fronts

4, How does density play a pa巾in detemining how unIike air masses react?

5. With respect to a coid front, Where does precipitation occur?

6. With respect to a warm front, Whe「e does precipitation occur?

CONCLUSION: Compare the fo=owing conditions on either side of the coId front"

「i3m Pe「ature:

Pressure:

Rainfa= :
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CUT OU丁FAG巨
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